Milk Carton Cow Pencil Holder

Parent Note: Not suitable for children under the age of 3

Materials:
- 1 Prairie Farms Half Gallon Milk Carton
- White and Black Craft Paint and Brushes
- Copy paper and printer
- Scissors
- Pencil or pen

Step 1:
Clean out empty carton with soap and water.

Step 2:
Paint the carton sides (minus the top) all white so that no bright colors are showing. Allow paint to dry.

Step 3:
Print out cow face template on the next page. Cut out the cow face and place paper template on the front of the carton near the bottom (finished pencil holder should be approx 3 inches tall). Use the template to help you trace/draw your cow face with a pencil or pen. With scissors cut into the carton and cut small cow ears drawn from the template and follow straight line of the template across all sides of the carton.

Step 4:
Paint a cow face in black paint following the drawn template face. Allow paint to dry.

Step 5:
Use it to hold your art supplies like pencils, pens, markers and scissors.
Pencil Holder Cow Face
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